
A Level Film Studies Bridging Work 

Welcome to the Film and Media Studies Department at Mill Hill 

County. We hope that you are keeping safe and well over this 

difficult time.  

These are some of the films we will be looking at next year. Do you 

recognise any of them? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Film Studies we will be looking at how films are put together, why 

they’re put together in the way that they are, who makes them and 

what they mean to the people who watch them. 

Activities and Resources 

First of all, Mark Kermode's series Secrets of Cinema is a really 
intelligent look at Genre and Themes in film - the first two of the new 
series are on Superheroes, and British History. 

Have a look at The Nerdwriter - there are video essays on there to 
pick and choose from - follow your interests. 

If you want to do some reading, maybe on a Kindle if you have one, a 
couple of great books are Walter Murch's In the Blink of an Eye - you 
can download the PDF here. Also The Conversations you can read a 
fair amount of it here. I really like the writing of David Thomson too. 
Harder to find female critics unfortunately. Always been a problem 
with film itself - check out The Bechdel Test. The BFI's resource 
on Women in Film is a really useful collection. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0bbn5pt
https://www.youtube.com/user/Nerdwriter1/videos
http://www.tlu.ee/~rajaleid/montaazh/In-the-Blink-of-An-Eye.pdf
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=VRS6S1OXdwUC&printsec=frontcover&dq=Walter+Murch&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjA36OIisfoAhWKyKQKHTP9AeQQ6AEIKDAA#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.thewrap.com/female-film-critics-still-outnumbered-by-male-reviewers-almost-2-to-1-in-2019-study-says/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Meq3CyuKOjM
https://www.bfi.org.uk/news-opinion/sight-sound-magazine/women-on-film


A short, personal list of films that I may be re-watching in isolation: 

The Favourite - absolutely bonkers historical drama. Shakespeare in 
Love is great too.  

Recent American films with young and excellent female 
protagonists - Ladybird, Booksmart, Eighth Grade. Also Wadjda - first 
Saudi Arabian film by a woman director - beautiful.  

Funny films: Galaxy Quest, Mean Girls, Zoolander 

So many more... Just watch some films! 

 

Here’s a small case study to do over the Summer break to get 

yourself thinking about filmmakers:  

 

Christopher Nolan is a British director 

working at the highest level in 

Hollywood. He is sometimes called an 

Auteur filmmaker. Can you find out what 

this means? 

Task 

Watch this documentary about Nolan. Can you identify any common 

themes in the films they are looking at? How are ideas of identity 

and memory explored in Memento? Watch the film if you can. 

Make some notes on these questions. One sheet of A4 maximum 

and be ready to talk about them in September. Stay safe. 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/203527985

